Self-similar distributions of species across a landscape have been proposed as one potential cause of the well-known species-area relationship. The best known of these proposals is in the form of a probability rule for species occurrence.
. But the power law fits well in so many circumstances that ". . . many researchers are currently trying to pose theories that 'predict' it. . . " (Horn 1993) .
One explanation for the power law is the probability rule developed by Harte et al. (1999a, see the discussions in (Rosenzweig 1999) and (May and Stumpf 2000) ). This rule assumes that species are distributed in a self-similar fashion in a landscape; that is, the fraction of species found in an area A, which is also found in 1 2
A, is independent of the actual area A. From this assumption, a discrete form of the species-area power law emerges for certain well-shaped rectangular divisions of the landscape (Harte et al. 1999a ). The universality of the species-area relationship makes this idea an attractive one as a potential explanation, and consequently evidence for or against the power law has been considered as evidence for or against the probability rule that was assumed true to generate a power law (Harte et al. 1999a; Plotkin et al. 2000; Ostling et al. 2000) .
In this paper I show that the power law for the species-area relationship arises from the probability rule only under special circumstances that depend upon the specific bisection scheme used to break the landscape. I also show that in certain respects the probability rule and the species-area law are incompatible. For example, the number of species in a well-shaped region depends on the location of the region and not just on its area, and an increase in area can produce a decrease in the number of species present. The probability rule also entails some simple, testable predictions that are independent of whether a power law emerges.
In the next section I describe the bisection scheme that aligns the probability rule with the species-area power law. Following this description, I derive tests for the probability rule that are independent of the power law and independent of scale. In the subsequent section, I show how the number of species can depend on location as well as area. In the final section I summarize the conclusions of this effort.
The bisection scheme
This section contains a detailed description of the bisection scheme of Harte et al. (1999a) and Harte et al. (2001) . The biome is a rectangle with area A 0 and sides in the ratio √ 2 : 1. Draw the biome so that its long sides are horizontal:
.
Bisecting this biome with a horizontal line would produce two long, skinny rectangles. A vertical bisection produces two halves with exactly the same shape as the biome: A rectangle is well-shaped if the ratio of the length of the long side to the length of the short side is √ 2 : 1. The biome is well-shaped and both halves of the biome are well-shaped.
The 1-by-2 array contains three rectangles, namely the biome itself and its two halves, all well-shaped. Next, bisect the two halves of the biome, producing the following figure, called the 2-by-2 array. The 2-by-2 array contains 9 rectangles, of which 7 are well-shaped: the well-shaped biome itself, its 2 well-shaped halves, the 4 well-shaped quarters of the biome. Besides these 7
there are the top half of the biome, which is not well-shaped, and the bottom half, also not well-shaped.
The rectangles that arise from the biome by halving are primary rectangles, and rectangles that are unions of primary rectangles are secondary rectangles. For example, the primary rectangles in the 2-by-2 array are the biome itself, its 2 halves, and its 4 quarters.
The top half and the bottom half of the biome are secondary rectangles, each of which is the union of 2 primary rectangles.
Next, introduce a scheme for naming primary rectangles with strings of 0's and 1's.
If R is a primary rectangle, then R0 is the left (or upper) half of R, and R1 is the right (or lower) half of R, depending on whether the long sides of R are horizontal or vertical, respectively. The biome itself is denoted by the empty string, so its left and right halves are simply 0 and 1. The 1-by-2 array, with the names of the 2 halves of the biome included, is 1 0 and the 2-by-2 array, including names for the 4 quarters, is as the name of the biome, "0.0" as the name of its left half, "0.1" as the name of its right half, etc., but dropping the initial "0." keeps the notation shorter.
Regions comprised of several primary rectangles are denoted by the names of the primary rectangles separated by the mathematical symbol ∪ denoting union. For example, the secondary rectangles in the 2-by-2 array are 00 ∪ 10 and 01 ∪ 11. The biome itself is 00 ∪ 01 ∪ 1, and the biome is also 0 ∪ 10 ∪ 11, as shown in these two figures:
1 01 00 , 10 11 0 .
Bisect the biome into halves, then bisect the halves into quarters, then bisect the quarters into eighths, and label the eighths: For highly subdivided biomes, the well-shaped secondary rectangles vastly outnumber the primary rectangles. For example, a biome of area A 0 divided into 256 pieces of area
2 8 A will have more than three times as many well-shaped secondary rectangles as well-shaped primary rectangles; see Appendix B. In fact, the ratio of well-shaped primary rectangles to well-shaped secondary rectangles approaches 0 as the biome is further subdivided.
Testing for self-similarity
The following notational system decribes how a species may be distributed among regions in the biome. The symbol × in a region means that the species does not occur in that region (it is excluded), the symbol • means that the species is present in the region (it occurs there), while the symbol ? signifies that the species may or may not be present in the region. A diagram of the biome, labelled with distribution symbols ×, •, and ?, denotes the fraction of those species occurring the biome that occur in the biome according to the symbols. For example, × is the fraction of species occurring the biome that do not occur in the biome, so × = 0. Next, ? is the fraction of species occurring the biome that may or may not occur in the biome, so ? = 1, and • is the fraction of species occurring the biome that occur in the biome, so • = 1.
The constant a, related to the constant z in (1) by a = 2 −z , is the fraction of those species found in the biome that are also found in a specific half of the biome. The probability rule is the assumption that the same constant a applies in all regions obtained by repeatedly bisecting the biome (Harte et al. 1999a ). The equations (1)-(4) of (Harte et al. 1999a) , which appear on p. 376 of (Harte et al. 2001) and also appear as equations (5.1) and (6.0) of (Harte and Kinzig 1997) , are
•
Equation (4) expresses the power law on primary halves, and equation (5) expresses the power law on primary quarters. Both are direct consequences of the probability rule. They are special cases of the discrete power law for primary rectangles, equation (4) in (Harte et al. 1999a) . However, the power law (1) itself does not follow from the discrete version; see Appendix A.
Equation (2) follows from (4) because the species that occur only in one half are exactly those that do not occur in the other half. Equation (3) then follows from (2) because the species occurring one both sides are exactly those that do not occur only on one side and also do not occur only on the other side. The latter two conditions are mutually exclusive, so subtract 1 − a from 1 twice to get (3).
There are 9 ways to label the two halves of the biome in the 1-by-2 array using the 3 symbols ?, •, and ×. The probability rule suffices to compute values for all 9 labellings.
Here are the fractions of species distributed according to every possible labelling of the 1-by-2 array:
These equations follow from equation (2) 
If a species occurs in the biome, is excluded from one side, and may or may not occur on the other side, then it must occur on the other side. Thus
Of course, one cannot always replace ? by •. For example, it is possible that
On the other hand, a species that may or may not occur must either occur or not occur, so,
The equations in Figure 1 show that if species are distributed according to the probability rule, then T 18 = T 24 = T 26 = a(2a − 1), or in pictorial notation,
This equation says that the fraction of species occurring in at least two out of three pieces of the tripartite partition is always the same, no matter which two pieces are chosen. Another consequence of the probability rule is that
In other words, the fraction of species occurring in exactly two out of three pieces is independent of which two pieces are chosen.
If the bisection scheme is based on squares instead of rectangles (Harte and Kinzig 1997; Horn 1993) , then it follows from equation (7) that the constant a must be either 1.0 or 0.5 (Maddux and Athreya 1999, see Appendix D).
Equations (6) and (7) cannot be derived from the power law. To see this, first recall that the discrete power law for primary rectangles, expressed by equations (4) and (5), together with the general principles above and the notation introduced in Figure 1 , implies
It is reasonable to assume, on grounds of symmetry, that T 9 = T 21 and T 7 = T 19 . It is then possible to solve the four equations above for T 25 , T 21 , and T 27 in terms of a and T 7 . The
, and T 27 = 2a 2 − 1 + 2T 7 . The probability rule predicts that T 7 = (1 − a) 2 . If this value is substituted in the previous three equations, the resulting values for T 25 , T 21 , and T 27 are the ones that appear in Figure 1 , so (6) and (7) hold, as they should. However, a different value for T 7 would be obtained if the power law were applied to the L-shaped regions 01 ∪ 1 and 00 ∪ 1, namely, T 7 = 1 − a 2−log 3 2 . In this case (6) and (7) would fail to hold. If the power law is applied only to primary rectangles, then the value of T 7 remains unconstrained. Thus (6) and (7) cannot be derived from the discrete power law for primary rectangles.
In equations (6) and (7), one of the three well-shaped rectangles is twice the size of the other two. The probability rule implies many similar equations. For example, it implies that the number of species occurring in exactly three (or at least three) of the four primary rectangles 1, 01, 001, and 000 is the same, no matter which three primary rectangles are chosen, that is,
Additional examples can be given, such as
A sequence of equations, starting with parts of (7) and (10), continues in this way:
Equation (14) says that the number of species found only in rectangles 001010 and 1 is the same as the number of species found only in rectangles 001010 and 001011, in spite of the fact that rectangle 1 has 32 times the area of rectangle 001011.
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Equations (6)- (14) are testable predictions of the community-level probability rule.
They apply at all scales, from the biome down to the smallest primary rectangles. The range of areas needed to test them is less than two orders of magnitude. They cannot be derived from the power law, are biologically unlikely, and could be used to show that the species are not distributed according to the probability rule even if the power law does hold.
The dependence of number of species on location
There are no well-shaped secondary rectangles in the tripartite partition or the 2-by-2
array. There are three well-shaped secondary rectangles in the 2-by-4 array: 001 ∪ 100, 011 ∪ 110, and 001 ∪ 100 ∪ 011 ∪ 110. The following partition into six primary rectangles contains the first of these three well-shaped secondary rectangles:
001 100 000 101 01 11 .
Note that 001 ∪ 100 is a well-shaped secondary rectangle with exactly the same size and shape as the primary rectangles 01, 10, 00, and 11. The fraction of species that occur in the primary rectangle 01 is a 2 :
and the same fraction occurs in the rectangles 10, 00, and 11. To calculate the fraction of species that occur in 001 and also occur in 100, start with the fraction 2a − 1 of species that occur in both 0 and 1:
multiply by a to obtain the fraction a(2a − 1) of species that occur in both 00 and 1:
-13 -multiply again by a to obtain the fraction a 2 (2a − 1) of species that occur in both 001 and 1, obtaining part of (11) above:
multiply again by a to obtain the fraction a 3 (2a − 1) of species that occur in both 001 and 10:
and multiply once more by a to obtain the fraction a 4 (2a − 1) of species that occur in both 001 and 100:
To get the fraction of species that occur in 001 ∪ 100, add the fraction of species in 001,
to the fraction of species in 100,
and subtract the fraction of species that is thereby counted twice: 
Although 01 and 001 ∪ 100 are congruent well-shaped rectangles, the fraction 2a 3 + a 4 − 2a Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the polynomials that are associated with the rectangles in Figure 2 according to the probability rule, together with the values assumed by these polynomials for a few choices of z. Figure 3 dramatically illustrates how the fraction of species occurring in a well-shaped A 4 rectangle depends on its location as well as its area. For example, if z = 0.25 then the fraction of species occurring in a well-shaped sixteenth of the biome varies from 50% to 84%. In some cases the probability rule predicts that smaller well-shaped rectangles have more species than larger ones. For example, if z = 0.20 then 89% of the species in the biome occur in R 5 , but only 87% of the species occur in half of the biome, even though half of the biome is eight times larger than R 5 . The 16 primary A 4 rectangles (such as R 1 ) follow the probability rule, but the 33 secondary A 4 rectangles (e.g., R 2 -R 9 ) violate the probability rule. Indeed, for i = 2, . . . , 9, a is not the fraction of species occurring in R i that also occur in a particular half of R i . Thus, out of 49 well-shaped rectangles with area A 4 that are unions of 4 primary A 6 rectangles, 33 do not follow the probability rule.
It turns out that, for i = 1, . . . , 9, R i is balanced -both halves of R i contain the same fraction of species. For examples that do not have such symmetry, let R 10 = 00 ∪ 0100 ∪ 0110∪100∪1100 and R 11 = 00001∪00011∪00100∪00110∪00101∪00111∪10000∪10010.
The fractions of species in the biome that occur in R 10 , the left half of R 10 , and the right half of R 10 are a 2 +5a 3 −11a 5 −12a 6 +42a 7 −32a 8 +8a 9 , a 3 +5a 4 −11a 6 −12a 7 +42a 8 −32a 9 +8a 10 , and a 3 + 2a 4 + 2a 5 + 2a 6 + a 7 − 29a 8 + 24a 9 − 22a 10 + 60a 11 − 56a 12 + 16a 13 , respectively. The fractions of species in the biome that occur in R 11 , the left half of R 11 , and the right half of R 11 are a 3 + 3a 4 − 2a 5 + 3a 6 + a 7 − 35a 8 + 58a 9 − 36a 10 + 8a 11 , 6a 5 + 5a 6 − 30a 7 + 28a 8 − 8a 9 , and 6a 5 − 4a 6 + 9a 8 − 30a 9 + 28a 10 − 8a 11 . These polynomials were computed by a program written in GAP (1999). The ratio of species in the left half of R 10 to species in R 10 happens to be a, as predicted by the probability rule. But the two halves of R 10 contain different fractions of species. Both phenomena occur in R 11 : the fraction of species in the two halves of R 11 are different, and the ratios of these two fractions to the fraction of species in R 11
are not a. Thus R 10 and R 11 are secondary well-shaped rectangles that are unbalanced and do not follow the probability rule.
The probability rule is an attractive formulation of self-similarity from which much can be deduced, so the proposal by Harte et al. (1999a) that the probability rule and the power law are actually mathematically equivalent to each other received considerable notice (Rosenzweig 1999; May 1999; May and Stumpf 2000) and provoked further theoretical and empirical studies (Harte and Kinzig 1997; Harte et al. 1999a; Maddux and Athreya 1999; Harte et al. 1999a; Plotkin et al. 2000; Ostling et al. 2000; Harte et al. 2001) . However, the analysis of the probability rule carried out here shows that the power law and the probability rule are actually not mathematically equivalent to each other. The probability rule makes some biologically remarkable predictions, such as equations (6)- (14), which suggest that species in a natural community will probably not be distributed according to the probability rule.
Conclusion
Harte and Kinzig (1997); Harte et al. (1999a Harte et al. ( , 2001 ) have proposed probability rules on the distribution of species in a landscape subdivided into well-shaped rectangles. Harte et al. (1999a) have derived the discrete power law for primary well-shaped rectangles from the community-level probability rule. However, I have shown that, according to this rule, the number of species in a well-shaped rectangle actually depends on its location as well as its area, and a small well-shaped rectangle can have more species than another, larger one.
I have derived simple predictions from the probability rule, namely, equations (6)- (14), that are not consequences of the power law, apply at all scales, use areas that span only one or two orders of magnitude, and may be used to test whether a natural community is distributed according to the probability rule. For example, if a well-shaped primary rectangle is divided into one half and two quarters, then, according to the probability rule, the same number of species should occur in any two of these three pieces, no matter which two are selected. Finally, a well-shaped biome that obeys the probability rule contains well-shaped rectangles will violate that rule.
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A. Discrete vs. continuous power laws
The same mathematical step, a passage from discrete to continuous, occurs several times in (Harte and Kinzig 1997; Harte et al. 1999a Harte et al. , 2001 ). For example, if A 0 is the area of the biome, A i = A 0 /2 i for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , and S i is the expected number of species occurring in a primary rectangle with area A i , then Harte et al. (1999a) correctly derive the equation S i /S j = (A i /A j ) z from the probability rule, and then say that this equation is equivalent to (1). The variables i and j assume only integral values 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · . Setting
z holds for all integers i and j. Thus the discrete power law for primary rectangles derived by Harte et al. (1999a) is equivalent to
Equation ( 
To get a solution of (A2), choose any function f :
, where n is the unique integer with the property that A ∈ 
For any integer i and any real number
This computation proves that (A2) holds. In fact, this construction produces every solution of the discrete power law (A2). Of course, some of these solutions are not increasing, not differentiable, and may not match real data. (The principle that larger areas harbor more species is expressed by saying that S is an increasing function.) The assumption that S is increasing and differentiable is not enough to single out the continuous power law (1) among all the solutions of (A2), since f can be chosen in such a way that the resulting S is differentiable, increasing, and not a power law. This construction of non-power-law solutions of (A2) However, the continuous power law (1) is just one among infinitely many solutions of (A2), so there is no reason to conclude (1) when confronted with (A2).
B. The number of primary and well-shaped secondary rectangles
Consider a biome that is a horizontal well-shaped rectangle with height 1, width √ 2, and area A 0 = √ 2. After bisecting the biome n times, the smallest primary rectangles have area A 0 /2 n = √ 2/2 n . For every i from 1 to n, the number of primary rectangles with area
i is always 2 i , so the total number of primary rectangles is
To count the number of well-shaped secondary rectangles, consider two cases: n is either odd or even. Suppose first that n is even, say n = 2m. After n subdivisions, the smallest Hence the number of vertical primary or well-shaped secondary rectangles is
It follows that the total number of well-shaped secondary rectangles is
A similar computation shows that if n is odd, say n = 2m − 1, then
Some additional elementary calculations show that 
C. Computations of fractions for the tripartite partition of the biome
The values for T 1 -T 27 given in Figure 1 are computed here from the probability rule.
The values for T 1 and T 14 should be obvious:
For T 2 and T 3 , × × ? = × ? = × • = 1 − a.
Next notice that ×
To compute the common value for these four expressions, proceed as follows. Clearly
for if a species occurs only in the lower left quarter of the biome, then it surely it excluded from the right side. By the probability rule, the fraction of species occurring only on the left side that occur only in a specified half of that side (namely the bottom half) is 1 − a.
The fraction that occur only on the left side is 1 − a, and the fraction of that fraction that occur only in the bottom half of the left side is 1 − a, so the fraction of all species occurring in the biome that occur only in the lower left quarter is the product of these two fractions,
To obtain the value of T 9 , notice that
According to the probability rule, the fraction of species occurring on both sides that occur only in a specified half of a region in which they occur, namely the bottom half of the left side, is 1 − a. The fraction that occur on both sides is 2a − 1, and the fraction of that fraction that do not occur in the upper left quarter is 1 − a, so
By symmetry, this computation also shows that T 21 = (1 − a)(2a − 1). Use this value to compute T 6 , as follows:
By symmetry, T 12 = T 6 . Compute T 5 similarly:
and get T 11 = 1 − a 2 by symmetry. For T 8 , observe that
By the probability rule, the fraction of the species occurring on the left side that occur in only one side of the left side is 1 − a, so T 8 = a(1 − a). By symmetry, this implies T 20 = a(1 − a). Similar reasoning shows that T 16 = T 22 = a(1 − a), except that two steps are reversed: first
and the fraction of species occurring on the left that occur in one half of the left half is a, so T 16 = a(1 − a). By symmetry, T 22 = a(1 − a). For T 13 and T 15 , note that
The values for T 17 and T 23 follow from two applications of the probability rule. For T 18 , start with
and multiply by a to get the fraction of those species occurring on both sides that occur in a particular half of the left half. The same applies to T 24 , so T 18 = T 24 = a(2a − 1). Finally,
D. Horizontal and vertical self-similarity implies a = 1 or a = 1/2
If the biome is square (not rectangular and therefore not well-shaped) and the probability rule can be applied both horizontally and vertically, then a must be either 1 or 1/2 (Maddux and Athreya 1999) . To reflect this difference in shape, the notation in this appendix has been appropriately "squared up". The 2-by-2 array can be labelled in 3 4 = 81
ways. Values for each of these labellings can be computed from the probability rule. For example,
Use these values to reexamine equation (7). First, expand the central term in (7):
and conclude by (7) that
If the biome is square and the probability rule can be applied both horizontally and vertially, then the first and last terms of (D4) are equal and can be cancelled from both sides. Cancelling this common quantity from both sides produces the equation
The quantities on the left side of this equation are probabilites and cannot be negative.
Two nonnegative numbers that add up to 0 must both be 0, so
But, by (D1) and (D2), Solving either one of these last two equations for a shows that a is either 1 or 1/2.
This manuscript was prepared with the AAS L A T E X macros v5.0. whose area is one-sixteenth the area of the biome. Rectangles R 2 -R 9 have the same size, shape, and area as R 1 .
